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Ordinary Level Irish

The first thing you must do is to get organised and prepared by gathering all your

notes together, making sure you know what has been covered in class and focusing

on exactly what you have to do for the exam. The Irish course is broken into

different sections and these interlink with each other so the work you do for your

oral exam will help you with your composition, listening etc.

What is on the exam?

In the Leaving Cert exam there are two papers, a listening exam and an oral

exam. There are 600 marks in total. The oral exam is worth 240 marks or 40% of

your overall result so that means there are more marks going for this section



than any other section. It is broken into four sections as follows

● The Welcome -5 marks

● Poetry reading -35 marks

● General conversation -120 marks

● Picture sequence -80 marks

You need to practise speaking in Irish in order to do really well in this part of the

exam. It is not possible to cram the night before and hope for the best. Regular

practise is the best way to prepare. You will have a booklet and notes provided by

your teacher which will guide you for what you need to do in this section.

What will help me here?

Be familiar with topics covered such as your area, school, family, teenage life etc.

Be careful with your use of tenses. Practise with your classmates, teacher, friends

and family. Read the five poems regularly learn keywords from the picture

sequence and regularly revise the pictures to keep them fresh in your memory. It

is absolutely not possible to learn twenty picture sequences off by heart the night

before an exam so start preparing as soon as you can. Find a programme on TG4

that you like and watch if you have spare time

Paper 1 Paper one consists of the listening section and the composition section.

The listening. This section is worth 60 marks or ten percent of the overall result.

What will help me here? Listen to as much Irish as you can. There are a variety of

different programmes available online or on TG4. RTE Radio 1 also does news

bulletins at 9 o’clock every night in Irish. These are only two or three minutes long

and listening to them is a great way to prepare for this section. Listen to past

papers and test yourself. This will help you become familiar with the layout of the

exam and the style of questions asked.

The Composition section. There are four sections in this part of the paper

● A Blog

● A story

● A letter/email

● A conversation.

You have to write two pieces but you can’t choose two from the same section.

Knowing your verbs here is very important and you must try and build up as much

vocabulary as you can. Keep a record of new vocabulary as you learn it. Look over



homework that your teacher has corrected and see where you made mistakes so

you can avoid them again.

Paper Two

There are 200 marks allocated for Paper 2.

The first section on Paper 2 is the reading comprehension section. There are two

comprehensions worth 50 marks each.

What will help me here?

Reading as much Irish as you can will really improve your comprehension. Practise

past exam papers and you will become accustomed to the style of questioning. Do

not rush through the comprehensions. Read through each piece first. Answer all

questions even if you are not one hundred percent sure of what it means. Make an

educated guess.

The second section is the prose section. There are 50 marks allocated to this

section. Out of the five prose pieces you have studied there will be questions on

two of them here which you must answer.

What will help me here?Make sure you are familiar with themes, characters and

techniques. Again, be familiar with past questions, the same style of questioning is

regularly repeated.

The third section, again worth 30 marks, is the Poetry section. You will have to

answer on two poems and there is no choice. Do not decide you don’t like a poem

and leave it out. You need to prepare all five poems. Common questions here include

questions based on themes, emotions and techniques.

What will help me here?

Look back over past papers to become familiar with the style of questioning.

Practise answering past questions and test yourself regularly to see if you know

the poems.

Go n-éirí and t-ádh libh!



Higher Level Irish

The first thing you need to do is to get organised and prepared by

gathering all your notes together, making sure you know what has been

covered in class and focusing on exactly what you have to do for the

exam.

The Irish course is broken into different sections and these interlink

with each other so the work you do for your oral exam will help you

with your essay writing, listening etc.

What is on the exam?

In the Leaving Cert exam there are two papers, a listening exam

and an oral exam. There are 600 marks in total

The oral exam is worth 240 marks or 40% of your overall result so

that means there are more marks going for this section than any other

section. It is broken into four sections as follows,

The Welcome -5 marks Poetry

reading -35 marks General

conversation -120 marks Picture

sequence -80 marks

You need to practise speaking in Irish in order to do really well in this part of the

exam. It is not possible to cram the night before and hope for the best. Regular

practise is the best way to prepare. You will have a booklet and notes provided by

your teacher which will guide you for what you need to do in this section.

What will help me ere?



Be familiar with topics covered such as school, family, teenage life, problems

etc. Be careful with your use of tenses Practise with your classmates, teacher,

friends and family Read the five poems regularly Learn keywords from the

picture sequence and regularly revise the pictures to keep them fresh in your

memory. It is absolutely not possible to learn twenty picture sequences off by

heart the night before an exam so start preparing as soon as you can. Find a

programme on TG4 that you like and watch if you have spare time

Paper 1

Paper one consists of the listening section and the composition

section.

The listening.

This section is worth 60 marks or ten percent of the

overall result.

What will help me here?

Listen to as much Irish as you can. There are a variety of different

programmes available online or on TG4. RTE Radio 1 also does news

bulletins at 9 o’clock every night in Irish. These are only two or three

minutes long and listening to them is a great way to prepare for this

section.

Listen to past papers and test yourself. This will help you become

familiar with the layout of the exam and the style of questions asked.

Composition

This section is worth 100 marks or 16.667% of the overall result. You

will have a choice hear but the vast majority of people opt for the

essay. The debate can sometimes be very doable and is similar to the

essay so make sure you have the vocabulary to open and close a formal

debate.

What will help me here?



Regular practise writing Irish essays is the best way to prepare for

this. Organise your notes into different topics Be aware of current

events but don’t worry, you don’t have to be an expert to write about

each topic, the standard of Irish is the most important thing.

Saibhreas or a richness of language is necessary to score highly here.

Keep a list of new vocabulary or phrases that your teacher introduces

to you and learn them so you can use them in your written composition.

Paper 2

Reading Comprehensions.

There are two reading comprehensions on the exam which are worth

fifty marks each so this section is worth 100 marks or 16.667%. There

are 6 questions in each comprehension. Five of the questions require

you to find information from the comprehension. Question 6 is slightly

different though. 6 A will ask you to recognise and write down various

different grammar points such as the possessive adjective , genitive

case, verbal noun or pick out a tense. 6 B might ask you what genre is

the piece composed with or what characteristics etc. the person has

who the piece is about.

What will help me here?

Read current articles as much as you can. You can find a lot of quality

reading online. RTE.ie has a section for Gaeilge. Use it! Use a dictionary

to help you understand what you are reading. The more you read the

better your comprehension will become. Hard work pays off here.

Practise from past papers. You will then get used to the style of

questioning required. Make a list of all the grammar points you

need to know and be able to recognise them.

Poetry

Your teacher will have explained and discussed the five poems you have



been studying and you need to make sure you understand them. Make

you sure you can discuss the themes, images, poetic techniques used,

emotions in every poem. Be also able to write a brief note about the

life and work of the poet. There are 30 marks going for this section or

5%.

What will help me here?

Find a method of study that works for you so you can recall the

information required. Mindmaps, post-it notes and flashcards can be

very successful for a lot of people. Some students will audio record

themselves and listen back to the recordings regularly to keep the

poems fresh in their minds. If a method of study does not work for

you, try another one. Be familiar with the layout of the exam papers

and style of questioning so you know what to expect. Similar questions

are often repeated. Test yourself from the exam papers to see how

you are doing.

Prose There are five pieces of prose on the Leaving Cert course which

includes one film. Know the themes, characters, emotions and

techniques used. There are 30 marks going for this section or 5%.

What will help me here?

Just like the poetry, find a method of study that works for you so you

can recall the information required. Know how to write an outline of

what happens in each piece of prose. Mindmaps, post-it notes and

flashcards can be very

successful for a lot of people. Some students will audio record

themselves and listen back to the recordings regularly to keep the

poems fresh in their minds. If a method of study does not work for

you, try another one. Be familiar with the layout of the exam papers

and style of questioning so you know what to expect. Similar questions

are often repeated. Understanding the question is very important in

the exam so spend time reviewing questions in your textbook and exam

papers. Pay particular attention to what is asked in the question. It is a



common mistake to write about something that is not required. Test

yourself from the exam papers to see how you are doing.

Extra literature

For this section you will have studied in depth the drama An Triail. Be

able to discuss the main themes, characters and technical aspects of

the play. This section is worth 40 marks or 6.667% of the overall

result.

What will help me here?

Learn quotes from key moments in the drama. These will help you

structure your answer in your exam and back up or provide evidence

for the point you are making or character you are discussing. Be

familiar with the style of questioning used in the exam papers. Again,

regular practise answering past questions will be invaluable!

History

● Practise writing detailed paragraphs

● Practise exam questions

● Practise timing of essay writing

● Know your case studies in detail

● Make lists/mind maps of key words/people for each topic/essay title

● Make colour coded key word flash cards eg. Yellow for economic

policy, green for foreign policy or yellow for Mussolini, green for Stalin

etc.

● Make timelines. This is particularly useful for Northern Ireland





Music

Listening section:

● Make sure to use EARS and EYES - Listening “study” should not

be silent!

● Make a playlist of set works / songs

● Listen to the set works on the bus / on a jog etc. - the more

exposure to the sounds the better!

● Write down timings for each section of a long piece and tackle it

in short excerpts

● Make time for listening EVERY day - 15 minutes goes a long way!

● Use a colour code system to identify multiple themes in a larger

piece

● Play the themes on your instrument

● Input the themes onto MuseScore (you will hear them and see

them)

● Write out themes without looking at the score

● Draw a mindmap for each song / section of work

● Watch an orchestral version of the work and note anything new

that you saw /heard

● Learn specific definitions for musical features

Composing section:

● Revise key signatures

● Melody writing

○ Compile a set of guidelines to follow for structure

○ Practise past questions

○ Read feedback given by teacher on past melodies to inform

your progress

● Harmony / Backing chords

○ Practise writing out chord banks

○ Compile a list of “Do’s” and “Don'ts” for chord patterns ○ 5th /6th



year - learn Bass clef notation!

Performing section:

● Choose pieces carefully - they should suit your ability and your

interests

● Make sure your pieces fit the time limit for the exam ● Practise

every day

● Record yourself regularly to self-assess

● Perform in front of other people regularly to build confidence ●
Practise sight-reading / unprepared tests regularly



Geography & Economics

Cornell Note Taking Guide for Essays:

1. Record: Using this section to summarise your learning of the topic you are studying in

class or that you have just revised independently.

2. Questions: Formulate questions based on the notes in the right-hand column. Writing

questions helps to clarify meanings, reveal relationships, establish continuity, and

strengthen

memory. Also, the writing of questions sets up a perfect stage for exam-studying later.

3. Recite: Cover the note-taking column with a sheet of paper. Then, looking at the

questions or cue-words in the question and cue column only, say aloud, in your own words,

the answers to the questions, facts, or ideas indicated by the cue-words. 4. Reflect:

Reflect on the material by asking yourself questions, for example: “What’s the significance

of these facts? What principle are they based on? How can I apply them? How do they fit

in with what I already know? What’s beyond them? 5. Review: Spend at least ten minutes

every week reviewing all your previous notes. If you do, you’ll retain a great deal for

current use, as well as, for the exam.





Science

Making good use of your exam papers is key to familiarising yourself with how

questions are phrased and very importantly how marks are assigned. They should

select the topic they want to revise and use their exam papers to pick out

questions based on that topic. When they've attempted a question, they should use

the marking schemes available on examinations.ie to check their answer. Ideally

they should print out the marking scheme so they can highlight keywords/ key

phrases/ labels on diagrams etc that they might have omitted from their answer.

When attempting exam style questions, in general I remind the students to use the

"HUG" system:

Highlight key words, Underline specific instructions and (very importantly) Glance

back to see if they answered the question that was being asked. (See poster

attached). I talk about using the HUG system with my junior science students also.

To be honest it can be applied across all subject areas.

Biology

● Read over learning outcomes – this will focus you on what you should be

concentrating on for each topic (your notes should help with this as they are

related to the learning outcomes).

● Read over chapter and/or notes.

● Go through questions from past papers (there is a list of past paper questions

from each year at the start of your past papers).

● If you don’t have past papers every homework and test you have done are from

the past papers and are labelled with the year and question they were taken

from

● You can check your answers on examit.ie or the marking schemes on

examinations.ie. If using past homework questions and tests you should have

taken down any corrections.



● Highlight any questions you got wrong or were unsure of and go back over this

area of the topic.

● Definitions are a large part of the Biology course, make sure you know them.

When giving definitions remember not to include the same word in the answer and

if the definition asked includes more than one word – define each of them.

● Do learn the required diagrams but remember the actual drawing is only worth 6

marks at most so they don’t have to be works of art! Include as many labels as

possible but know at least 3 of the main ones.

● Section B of the paper is on the mandatory experiments, you need to answer 2

out of 3 questions in this section but they can ask about experiments in any

question so make sure you have revised these fully using the summaries provided.

● Make sure you are clear how much information is required in your answer – this is

determined by how they ask the question:

Define – write a sentence saying what the word means

Function – say what the job of the object is

Distinguish between – write a sentence for each making sure you show the

difference between the two words

State/List/Give/Name – give the word/phrase asked

Explain – tell in your own words how something happened

Describe/Outline – Give a full and detailed account, using labelled diagrams, if

possible. Usually 2-4 key points, so learn 5 in case (can generally determine how

many points need by the marks been given for the question, each point = 3 marks)



Agricultural Science

The marks for the Agricultural Science subject are divided between a written

paper and a practical elemThe marks for the Agricultural Science subject are

divided between a written paper and a practical element.

• Written paper = 300 marks.

• IIS = 100 marks.

Higher & Ordinary  Level

Required amount of questions:
• 14 questions to be answered

Section A: Answer 10 out of 12 Questions (carries 100 marks)

Section B: Answer 4 out of 6 Questions (carries 200 marks)

There are very subtle differences in terms of the paper that candidates attempt.

The number of questions required by candidates are the same. The major

differences are the types of questions as Higher level candidates are expected to

demonstrate a greater level of competency. The style and phasing of questions can

be difficult to extrapolate for candidates so a calm approach is required to apply

their understanding and application when attempting questions. Candidates need to

have an appreciation of the bigger picture and problems associated with modern

agriculture.

Questions on the paper have internal choice. It is very important that candidates

to read the instructions carefully and ensure they answer the correct number of

questions per section. Candidates are allowed to attempt both questions however

their best score will only be counted for that internal choice question.

IIS

The brief for Agricultural Science is released by the SEC every year in

September. The brief links to a cross cutting themes of agricultural science and a

chosen enterprise. From this, candidates develop and carry out an investigation to

test their hypothesis. Students are advised to begin their initial research and

commence  working on their IIS in 5th year with the collection of data over the



summer months. When students in September of 6th year they begin working on

their project write up. The IIS has four sections:

Section 1: Background Research

Section 2: Investigative Process

Section 3: Results, Analysis and Conclusion

Section 4: Reflection  .

Students submit their IIS electronically to the SEC for marking. The IIS is

marked at Common Level for both Higher and Ordinary candidates. Their work (IIS

and paper) are marked by the same SEC examiner.



MFL

1. For language learning little and often is key. Cramming does not work! This

means you must revise small amounts regularly.

2. Vocabulary, vocabulary, vocabulary! Every student needs a system for

learning and revising vocabulary. Studying vocabulary and building your bank

of vocabulary is vital. You can:

○ Use a vocabulary notebook

○ Use Quizlet

○ Make flashcards.

3. Practise your listening skills! It is important to attune your ear as much as

possible to the language. You can do this by:

○ Using your book and CDs to practise listening exercises

○ Watch You Tube videos.

○ Change the audio settings on Netflix programmes to watch in your

target language (with English subtitles!)

4. Grammar

○ From each chapter or unit you have studied, identify what the

important verbs, structures or grammar rules are.

5. Practise pronunciation!

○ Recording yourself on your phone can be helpful

6. If in doubt, ASK YOUR TEACHER!



Home Economics

1.Make a study plan to include all topics (Don’t spend too long on the plan)!!

2.Write notes as you study a topic. Notes should be brief. Keywords and phrases

only.You can use post-its, flash cards, a copy or whatever works for you.

Colourful pens /highlighters can help.Mindmaps can help too.

3.Then practise questions on the topic studied. If you have past papers practise

questions from these. First years should ensure they can answer all questions on a

topic from the workbook.

When practising exam questions get into the habit of using the BUGS

technique: ● Box the verb

● Underline key words

● Glance back

● Start

4. Use exam papers to help with revision. Read and understand the question being

asked. Look up the meaning of the action verb in your papers e.g. List, Explain,

Outline.



Business

What’s in a verb? In Leaving Cert Business, an understanding of what is

expected as an answer when presented with different verbs and context of the

same topic/information is essential. Laid out below is a variety of styles of

questions, using different verbs which would require different outcomes.

Q: Define Advertising (precise / to the point definition – no

example/development with explanation)

A: The communication of information by a business to it’s target market using

different media

Q: Explain what is meant by ‘advertising’ as a promotional technique for a

business (explain – use keywords from the LC course to show what advertising

is)

A: Communicating information to a target market, usually to persuade them to

purchase your product. Advertising can be Persuasive, competitive (e.g. Lidl vs

Tesco prices), generic (e.g. drink more milk, not products) and informative (e.g.

Toyota advertising a product recall).

Q: Evaluate a type of advertising a business could use (This asks for a type of

advertising, so no need for a definition of advertising, focus on a type and evaluate

it)

A: Competitive

This is advertising that a business would use to compare themselves favourably to

their rivals in the market on price, product features etc… Evaluation: In my

opinion,

businesses need to be careful using competitive advertising as it may spark

retaliation advertising from rivals showing up their advantages Q: Evaluate

advertising as a form of promotional technique a business could use (This Q asks to

evaluate advertising, so you should give the keywords for advertising, and then give

your opinion on it as a promotional technique)



Communicating information to a target market, usually to persuade them to

purchase your product. Advertising can be Persuasive, competitive (e.g. Lidl vs

Tesco prices), generic (e.g. drink more milk, not products) and informative (e.g.

Toyota advertising a product recall). Evaluation: In my opinion, a business needs to

spend money on advertising to increase awareness and sales – a good ad with

humour in it really gets people to like the brand, so they’d then be more likely to

buy something.

Q: Outline the impact of advertising on a new business start-up (The focus here is

two-fold – 1. Impact of advertising, so not just keywords/types, so unlike previous

questions where you were given the heading, it should include a heading, and also to

link to a start-up, not just any business)

A: Increased Costs A new business will have low sales when starting out so will

need to invest money in to an advertising campaign. They may need to pay a

marketing company (outsource to them) to create ads for them. If its an online

company they would need to spend money on ads (Google Ads, Facebook Ads) so

they can attract new customers.

Q: Illustrate advertising as used by a business of your choice (Illustrate means

give an example – you should always follow State, Explain, Relate, so the e.g. is the

relate part)

Advertising (no marks awarded for State as it was given in the Q) Communicating

information to a target market, usually to persuade them to purchase your product.

Advertising can be Persuasive, competitive (e.g. Lidl vs Tesco prices), generic (e.g.

drink more milk, not products) and informative (e.g. Toyota advertising a product

recall). E.g. Vodafone ads with Irish Rugby players



English

When we talk about studying English, we break it into two parts:

● Language (Paper 1)

● Literature (Paper 2)

Paper 1: Language: 200 marks: 2 hours 50 mins (170 mins)

★ 10 mins to review paper & choose questions

★ Question A: Comprehension (50 marks, 40 min)

★ Question B: Functional Writing (50 marks, 40 min) **Pick this first, then do QA

which MUST be from another text. Do nothing with 3rd text once you choose your

QA & B!

★ Composition (100 marks, 80 min)

Paper 2: Literature: 200 marks: 3 hours 20 mins (200 mins)

★ Single Text: 60 marks: 60 mins

★ Comparative: 70 marks: 70 mins

★ Unseen Poetry: 20 marks: 20 mins

★ Poetry: 50 marks: 50 mins

Secret recipe to exam success:

★ Read the questions carefully and pick out key words.

★ Plan your answer BEFORE you start to write it out.

★ Keep checking you are still answering the question as you go (checking each

paragraph opens and closes with your key point will help).

★ Check at the end that you have answered the question you were asked (not the

one you wanted to be asked!).

Studying Language:

★ Build your own bank of vocabulary (use the keyword section of your homework

journal to record new words you meet and try and get these in to your written work

next time around).

★ Build your ideas/opinions/word power by reading around you - books/articles/news,

etc.

★ Know the types of questions asked in a comprehension:

○ Content based: select/overview points in comprehension, outline argument

made.

○ Opinion/reaction based: do you agree/what do you find interesting/what

○ appeals/what’s your impression of/what impact on you/your view/your

understanding

○ Style: identify elements of persuasion/ argument/ information/ narration/ aesthetics,

effectiveness of writing, tone

○ Images: how well they represent text, suggest some to represent text, choose best and

justify choice...beware: visual text vocabulary is necessary ○ Practise comprehensions

from past papers.



★ Know what types of functional writing pieces you could be asked to do e.g. letter/ diary/

speech/ review/ article/ report/ etc.

○ For each one, have a flash card of ingredients/success criteria.

○ You need to be able to recognise these in a comprehension you see on the paper AND

write in that style yourself. Think APR...

■ A - Audience - who is the piece aimed at? (adults/teeenagers/etc.) ■ P- Purpose Why is

it being written (eg to persuade?)

■ R - What is the register (style e.g. formal/informal)?

○ Practice planning and writing essays from past papers.

★ Know what types of composition pieces you could be asked to write e.e. speech/ article/

short story/ descriptive essay/ personal essay

○ For each one, have a flash card of ingredients/success criteria.

○ Know which style you would prefer to write in but have a Plan B in case you don’t like the

topic.

○ Practice planning and writing essays from past papers.

Studying Literature (novels, films, plays, poems) you need to do the following:

Quotations:

★ Organise your quotations (e.g. by character/theme) on flash cards (or use Quizlet) so

you can test yourself as you go.

★ Practice:

○ writing them out (repetition is key)

○ saying them out loud

○ record yourself saying them and listen to them back

○ get someone to test you

○ test yourself on Quizlet

Information:

★ For most texts you need to know about:

○ A (Atmosphere which means imagery, dramatic techniques, etc.)

○ C (Characters - how they develop in the text)

○ T (Themes - main ideas/messages)

○ For each of these you should have one revision sheet (i.e. one per

character/theme/image pattern/etc.) with all the key moments, key quotes, key words you

need on it. If you have good revision sheets you don’t need to keep going back to the book.

★ Lots and lots of printed notes are unhelpful. You need your revision sheets (described

above) with all your info and after that you need to focus on exam questions.

Exam questions:

★ Know your structure for each type of question - your teacher will run through this

with you, including how much time to spend on each one - HL and OL will differ.★

Practice planning the answers to different exam questions as follows: ○ Highlight the

keywords of the question

○ Brainstorm ideas



○ Pick the strongest ideas and decide the order in which you will discuss them ○
Scribble down which key moments/quotes you will use in each paragraph (not

fully, just keywords to keep you on track)

○ Know the key point/main idea for each paragraph (must link to the

keywords of the question)

○ Write your answer!

○ Keep checking along the way that you are still answering the question and not

summarising the text...check for keywords of question (or similar words)

★ Note: You won’t be able to write out lots of full answers in your study because

there isn’t enough time but you can PLAN answers for loads of questions from past

papers to practise using your knowledge & info in different ways. You can write out

a development paragraph for each one to test yourself and practise your writing

skills and analytical language.

★ For Unseen Poetry: Practise unseen poems from past papers, picking out as many

poetic techniques as possible and answering the questions.

○ Types of Q:

○ Mood/feeling/emotion/atmosphere illustrated in the poem

○ Image(s)/phrase(s) that appeal to you

○ Your impression of poet/character

○ Impact on you

○ Personal response





Maths

● Read your textbook actively. Reading a math textbook isn’t the same as

reading for pleasure. Instead of just reading straight through, you’ll have to

think about what the goals and purpose of each section are. Combining notes

you’ve made in class with information from other sources (e.g. your

textbook) can make the difference in understanding it.

● Practise problem question sets over and over. Make sure to rewrite the

steps required with your practise problems; use your notes and textbook to

help with this.

● Read through the entire problem before you begin to solve it. Don't panic if

you can't understand the question or recognise a possible solution

immediately. This is normal in Mathematics and particularly so in contextual

problems (real-world scenarios).

● Label the questions (highlight what they want, key numerical information and

other facts that are given) to better understand what’s being asked of you,

and to identify a possible way to answer the question.

● Give contextual problems (scenario-based questions) extra attention. Many

students will read a question several times. Make sure you fully understand

the situation and the information given before attempting a solution.

● Write down any possible math techniques you’ve learned in class that may be

helpful in finding a solution.

● Be resourceful by using the Formulae and Tables supplied in the exam to

write down any formulae that may be relevant. Marks are given in many

questions for just writing a formula that’s given in the log tables! (Always have

them with you in class to familiarise yourself with them.)



● Writing out each step when solving a problem is also a way to help you understand

each part of the process required.

● Check your work. Take the solution and plug it back into the original problem to

see if it’s the correct answer.

● Check that your final answer makes sense in its size in the context of the

question, and is in the correct units.

● When asking for help, be as specific as you can with a question you have. Your

teacher will be more helpful if you can explain your particular issue in more detail.

● Don't leave anything blank in an exam - attempt everything.



Art

1. Familiarise yourself with the information

Read all your notes many times

Re-watch any videos/PowerPoints on the topic (these will be on

msmaguire.weebly.com)

Look at the main paintings you need to know by the artist many times and

also look at other art works by the artist. Use wikiart and the Google

art project to see chronological timelines of an artist’s oeuvre (body of

work).

2. Identify the most important points within this information. Create Learn

off by heart pages or flash cards with the most

important information…..such as….

✔ Definitions of art movements and learn off by heart:

● Classical art/Academic art

● Impressionism

✔ Definitions of gallery types with examples and learn off

by heart:

● National

● Local

● Commercial

✔ List important dates and events and learn off by heart:

● Dates of Salon des Refuses

● Dates of Impressionism exhibitions etc.

● When gallery was built

● Architectural style of gallery building

● Information re: the artist(s)/theme(s) in

a particular exhibition

For the European section, create a flash card or information page for

each artist summarizing the following:

✔ Family background including social class

✔ Artistic education

✔ Favourite subject matter

✔ Style

✔ Connections and comparisons with other

artists/movements

✔ Main paintings you need to know in detail. Make a flash

card for each individual painting & include the following

on it:

● A detailed, notated sketch of the

painting beside a printed colour version.

● The main points relating to SUBJECT

MATTER, COMPOSITION, COLOUR &

BRUSHWORK/TECHNIQUE.



How to approach an exam question

The exam is 2 and a half hours long with 3 essay questions. Each question is 50 marks. The total

exam is worth 150 marks out of a total 400. Therefore the practical work is worth the remaining

250 (200 for the project and 50 for life sketching). Aim to spend 40 mins per essay question and

about 5 mins on each illustration. This will leave you time for reading, planning & checking.

Keep an eye on the time, if you have written for 30 minutes but are still not nearly at the

end of the essay, here are some tips to finish on time:

● Use bullet points to list the remaining important points that you wish to include. ●
Leave a blank page or two and move on to the next question, leaving time to come

back and finish at the end.

● Try and always leave the question that you feel you know most about to the end. By

doing this, you can write the other two essays punctually and then have the

remaining time for this essay.

Remember, there is little point having two completed essays and one hardly started.

Give each essay equal time as they are worth equal marks.

Ordinary Level

Ordinary level questions are very straightforward. Literally just follow the instructions.

For example, look at this Ordinary Level question from 2016:

Make sure that you name the painting in the first sentence. Bullet points as section headings in

the essay and write what you know about each point under each heading. Give (b) its own

section.

Your copies of the paintings you discuss are worth 20% of the marks for each

question, so make sure you practice them as many times as possible as always include

them in practice essays.

Higher Level

Higher Level questions come in two formats. One is a multiple choice question and is as straight

forward as the ordinary level questions. You just complete all the tasks and get 5

marks just for naming an artwork and/or artist. Here is an example of this style of

question:



When you are asked to discuss a second artwork by an artist, try and pick one that is from

a different part of the artist’s career as this will give you the opportunity to discuss the

development of the artist’s style.

The main type of question at Higher Level is a statement question.

The statement is written in academic writing style and is always true.

This can confuse students sometimes as they are unsure as to what the question is asking

them. To find out do the following:

Turn the question into a statement by using an appropriate question word at the

start.

Here is an example:

The question word HOW can be used in this example to change the statement into the

following question:

How did Claude Monet and Auguste Renoir embrace the general priniciples of

Impressionism while developing their own style?



The next task you need to do to fully address the question is to find the key issues that

the question wants you to ask, so underline or highlight the key words ort phrases . How

did Claude Monet and Auguste Renoir embrace the general principles of Impressionism

while developing their own style?

Your essay should always begin with an introduction paragraph (we’ll discuss this in more

detail later). But the next sections should be the underlined phrases in the statement. Use

them as section headings and write everything you know about these topics in these

sections.

● What are the general principles of Impressionism?

o List the main objectives of the group

o Give some context/background information on the group (who, where, why, what, how

etc.).

o How are they different to what came before (Academic art)?

● How did Monet and Renoir develop their own styles?

o How did their styles change/develop/grow?

o Compare & contrast – how are they the same? How are they different? Where the the

same/different at different points in their careers?

Although in this question it’s explicit that you discuss WHAT Impressionism is,

sometimes it won’t be. However you should always – after the introduction paragraph

– BRIEFLY introduce the artist, the period in which they were making art (the art

movement they belonged to) and what came before them and how they were different

to it. This gives your essay CONTEXT.

Following the statement you are asked to ‘Discuss this statement referring to the

characteristics of Impressionism and to one named painting by each artist’. Please

note that the general principles of Impressionism are the same as the

characteristics of Impressionism.

I think it is easier to write as general paragraph/section on this as I describe

above and then have a section each for each painting. When describing the

paintings use the criteria heading we use for all paintings SUBJECT MATTER,

COMPOSITION, COLOUR, BRUSHWORK/TECHNIQUE, referring back to how

these criteria demonstrate the characteristics of Impressionism, i.e. keep

referring back to the statement. Alternatively you can discuss the paintings and

weave in the discussion of the general principles of Impressionism and the

development of bot Monet & Renoir’s styles into this discussion. This is just a

question of style.

There is generally an AND section and in this example it asks ‘Name another

Impressionist artist and briefly describe one named work by him/her’. Make sure

that when discussing this artist that you compare and contrast them to the main

artists you were discussing in the question and to the focus of the question

(statement), in this case how they fit in with the general principle or

characteristics of Impressionism.



The And section is often where you are asked to give the characteristics of an art

movement. If you are asked to do this, always put it at the top of your essay to

give context as described above. If you leave it until the last section, you will have

already mentioned many of your main points relating to it so will be repeating

yourself which is bad time-management.

Always finish with a conclusion paragraph

Leaving Cert Study Tips

● Concentrate on previous examination questions. Then write synopsised answers in bullet

point format, for maximum memorability and speedier revision. ● Early each morning in the

period leading up to the start of your examination review the past questions using your

short synopsised answers.

● Remember to spread your remaining time as economically as possible over your range of

subjects, neglecting none, but balance your time as best you can. ● It is better to

concentrate on what you know now. Don't try to cram new material into your brain at this

stage.

● Give yourself the best possible chance of arriving for each examination feeling as well

physically as you can. This means having a good refreshing sleep the night before and

three good, nutritious meals each day throughout. Remember to take time out, at least an

hour each day, to relax and to get some exercise, preferably outdoors.

● Make sure that you have the basics covered e.g. pens, pencils, erasers, rulers etc...

● Avoid unnecessary stress by making sure that you will be there on time for each of your

examinations and that your meals are properly planned and ready for you in good time.

● Prepare your examination timetable and ask your parents to check it with you and make

sure that they are aware of all your examination times. Make sure that you are not solely

depending on an alarm clock to wake you on the morning of any examination. Devise a

failsafe method with your parents to ensure that you are up in time to prepare, to eat a

good breakfast and to be in the examination hall in good time, fresh and relaxed and more

than ready to do yourself justice.

● Remember to find some time to relax and unwind with your friends in between your times

of study.

● Pace yourself during the pre-examination and examination periods so as to make sure

stress is kept to a minimum and that you are as relaxed as you can be under the

circumstances.




